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Place extractor spring (C) on hollow of slide.
Insert extractor from inside of slide.

※You may find more quantity of screws than

needed. The surplus is spare.

Manual for installation of Detonator M&P9L Performance Center Slide

②Slide Release Notch

①Extractor

Parts List A: Extractor *1
B: M1.3 X5 Screw *1
C: Extractor Spring *1
D: Slide Relase Notch Part *1
E: M1.3 X3.5 Screw *2
F: RMR Dot Sight Plate *1
G: Screw *4
H: Screw *2
I: 3 size of Dot Sight Fix Screw *2

Fix extractor by screw (B). 
It may effect blowback function if this screw get 
loose. Advise you to use glue to fix screw.

Install RMR Dot Sight

Insert slide release notch part (D) into slide, and fix it 
by 2 screws (E). It may effect blowback function if 
this screw get loose. Advise you to use glue to fix 
screw. 

Fix the plate by 4 screws (G) from inside.

Put Marui slide cover directly onto slide and fix by 2 
screws (H). Do NOT use dot sight plate (F).
Marui original screw for slide cover can be used.

Attension!!
3 size of Dot Sight Fix Screw (I) are prepared. Choose 
suitable one for your RMR dot sight. If dot sight fix 
screws touch blowback housing and find blowback 
performance not good, grind screw to adjust screw 
length.

Mount Marui Micro 
Pro Sight

Put Marui original dot sight mount plate on slide.
Then mount Micro Pro Sight on it and fix by 2 
screws (H). Do NOT use dot sight plate (F).
Marui original screw for slide cover can be used.

Put intrusion of RMR Dot 
Sight Plate (F) into slide 
(red circled), then set the 
plate on slide.

Install Marui Original
Slide Cover
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